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Introduction. Formant frequencies are often used in speaker identification [e.g. 1, 2, 3], and higher (F3,
F5) formants were hypothesised and found to be more distinctive among speakers [e.g. 2, 3]. [4] tested
three vowels’ first five formants separated and in combination of 2 and 3 of them. When one formant was
included in the test F4 or F5 gave the best classification rate depending on the vowel, when two or three
formants were included the combination giving the best classification rate always included one or two of
F2, F4 and F5 [4]. The test and train speech materials are often of the same speech style, as their
combination may raise further questions, like the possible difference on the scale of hypohyperarticulation [5] and speech accommodation [e.g. 6]. The present study’s main questions are how
sentence repetition and reading aloud may differ with regard to vowel realisations and how speaker
identification is affected by the speech style difference. Our question was how the vowel formants differ
across the speech styles, and if the possible difference affects the across speech styles speaker
classification rate. We hypothesised that reading aloud will result in more distinct formant values. We
also hypothesised that varying the vowel and formant values used for LDA will impact the classification
rates.
Methods. 30 male and 30 female speakers aged between 20 and 50 years were selected from the
Hungarian “BEA” database that includes the recordings of various speech styles of 461 speakers [7]. The
recordings were carried out in a sound attenuated room by an AT4040 microphone. Two speech styles
were selected: (i) repeated and (ii) read sentences. The sentences were the same in the two tasks. In the
first task, the interviewer reads these one-by-one and the speaker repeats them by ear. In the second task,
the speaker reads the sentences aloud. The same 20-20 CVC-realisations of the 5 most frequent
Hungarian vowel phonemes /ɒ a ɛ e i/ were analysed in the two tasks (the 60% of the V-realisaions
appeared in opened syllables and 50% of them in the first syllable that is the position of the word stress).
Altogether 200 vowel realisations per speaker. The first five formants were measured at the mid 50% of
the vowels’ duration automatically by a Praat script [8]. The basic settings were 5 formants in 5500 Hz for
women, and 5 formants in 5000 Hz for men. However, in the cases where more than 2 false values appear
in a vowel quality in the same formant the settings were changed to the most fitting found by manual
measurement probes. The possible differences between the speech styles were tested by linear mixed
models [9, 10], the speaker discriminability was tested by LDA [11] in R [12]. The train set was one of
the tasks, the test set the other task. All 5 vowels, one-one vowel was selected for training and testing in
each model.
Results. The interaction of the task and the vowel was significant in the case of F1, F2 and F3 in women
with showing smaller difference between the vowels, thus centralisation, hypoarticulation in repeated
sentences than in reading. F4 and F5 were significantly higher in repeated sentences in the women’s
speech. F2, and F3 were significantly higher in the repeated sentences in men’s pronunciation. F1, F4 and
F5 did only show significant differences across vowels. Each formant was significantly different across
vowels in both groups. The variability of F1 of /ɛ/ was considerably low among the speakers in both
gender groups. The LDA were built with all 5 formants, and also with selecting 4, 3, 2 and 1 formant(s).

The classification rates of the LDA-models were higher for the vowels tested separately,as expected, but
especially when including F1 and F2. The formant combination resulting in the best classification rate
was vowel dependent, and was higher in male speakers in general. F5 did rarely contribute to the highest
classification rates in contradiction to the results of [4].
Discussion & conclusions. The first three formants were less distinct among the vowels in women’s
pronunciation than in men’s speech that may mean that women tend to hypoarticulate and centralise their
vowels in repeated speech. The higher classification rates in general found testing men’s vowel
production may result from this difference. The higher classification rates in models including only one
out of the analysed vowels evidently arises from the of the formant values’ dependence on vowels. The
lower classification rates for F5 than for lower vowels may appear due to the less accurate measurement
and higher number of missing values due to automatic measurements. The results show in general that the
speech style is an important factor in speaker identification.
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